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Summary 

The high level control software used in the tests of TT40 and TI8 in 2003 and 2004 was 
developed by the LSA project team. This note describes the tools used, the architecture of the 
system and the functionality of the software provided. The architecture chosen and validated 
by the tests will be used for the LHC high level control software. Future developments are 
discussed. 

1. Introduction 
The LSA project team came into being in 2001 following the realignment of the 

application software development activity which followed the joining of the PS and SL 
divisions to form the AB department. Much of the functionality for accelerator control is 
common across machines and the clear aim was to develop tools that could be easily re-used 
in different domains. 

The initial milestones included the extraction tests in 2003, the TI8 transfer line tests in 
2004 and an ongoing rationalisation of the SPS operational software. These milestones were 
successfully met [1, 2].  

This note describes the aims of the project, the architecture design and implementation, 
the supporting tools used and the functionality provided. We also look towards future 
developments for LEIR, LHC hardware commissioning and LHC operation with beam. 

In meeting the requirements for TI8, LSA provided: 
• Settings generation facilities for the power converters including: the importing of the 

transfer line configuration from MAD, conversion of strengths to currents, and 
waveform construction following RMS power constraints of the power converters. 
The magnets in the line are pulsed and the settings are synchronised to the SPS 
supercycle. 

• Optics and Twiss: import from MAD, on-line retrieval, display, interface to 
trajectory correction. 

• Trim functionality. Here the ability to modify high level parameters (e.g. extraction 
bump amplitude) was provided along with all the expected trim functionality: 
history, rollback etc.  

• Equipment control: power converters, screens, video channels, etc.  
• Equipment measurements: power converter currents etc. 
• Measurement acquisition: BPMs, BLMs, BCTs, Screens. 
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• Measurement history, shot-by-shot acquisition and retrieval. 
• Fixed displays: BLMs, BPMs, BCT, BTV profiles and images etc. 
• Trajectory correction facilities were provided by YASP, a Java based beam steering 

program [3], which used the LSA trim, drive, and configuration services. These 
services included access to optics information, Twiss parameters, BPM acquisition, 
settings and trimming of correctors (in terms of kicks), incorporation of single point 
trim into the rest of the cycle etc. 

2. Development 
When the LSA project started back in 2001, it was decided that the development would 

use a modern object oriented methodology and language. All software layers above the 
equipment access (done through a CORBA based middleware) were to be written in Java. At 
that time there was no clear development process in place, no dependencies management, no 
blue print architecture for controls, and the LSA team, in collaboration with other Controls 
projects, had to put these in place along the way. The experience in writing Java software was 
limited. 

Our aim was to leverage the knowledge and the tools available in the Java community 
and particularly in the open source community. It was to be pragmatic, to use appropriate 
technology and to prefer simple solutions whenever possible. We also chose to use standards 
when available. We wanted to set-up a solid base on which all future developments, and in 
particular those for the LHC, could be based upon. Indeed, we succeeded to put in place a 
very solid development process and a complete architecture. 

All of the LSA software relies on CVS for source management; Common-Build, a 
custom build system based on Apache Ant, for build services and dependencies management; 
and a custom release tool for releasing software into operation. The deployment of 
applications on the operational consoles is performed automatically using the Java Web Start 
technology that is able to run the latest version of an application on a given computer.  

We also defined strong naming convention and organization guidelines for Java 
package and for software products we produce. Rather than having one big software project 
for the LSA software, we have many interdependent modules going from the lowest level 
services up to the client applications. Each module can be worked on, built, released 
independently of the other ones and can have a given responsible person. Each module can be 
reused on its own merit. Thanks to our strong dependency management tool, each module can 
declare the modules it depends upon and get, in one command, the latest deliverable of those 
dependent modules in order to be compiled or executed. We have succeeded to produce a very 
efficient and simple development process that has been extended to all controls software 
projects. 

Although we do not enforce nor depend on any specific Java Integrated Development 
Environment (IDE), we all standardized on Eclipse, which is both good enough and open 
source. Besides standard build services such as compilation, jar packaging, documentation 
generation, we rely on additional services such as descriptor or code generation that are all 
integrated in the build tool we rely upon. The complete process of packaging and releasing a 
given application is seamless. 

3. Architecture 
The LSA software stack is organized in 3 logical tiers: the resource tier is made of the 

database and the accelerator equipment; the middle-tier is made up of the logic of the system; 
and thirdly, the client tier represents the graphical application that a user will interact with. 
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Although we don’t have Web based clients, that possibility is supported in our design. The 
web client will perfectly fit as another type of client of the middle-tier with the addition of a 
thin web layer. 

The obvious reason to have 3 logical tiers is to be able to deploy the application on 3 
physical tiers. 3-tier deployment addresses the many problems and limitations encountered 
when deploying and running 2-tier systems, as it was the case with previous control systems 
at CERN. Amongst those problems are: 

 
• the complete development accumulates on the client machine that has to process and present 

information, this leads to monolithic applications that are expensive to maintain, 
• the network load is increased since the actual processing of the data takes place on the 

remote client, 
• transactions are controlled by the client, 
• the stress of the client machines is greatly increased, 
• the stress on the database is greatly increased as each client has to keep opened connections, 
• the stress on the equipment is greatly increased as each client has to perform access, 
• application logic cannot be reused because it is bound to an individual client machine. 
 

If 3-tier systems fix those problems, they also introduce a new class of problems. In 
particular, programming, testing and debugging a 3-tier system is much more complex than a 
traditional 2-tier one. It also usually introduces a new programming model (forcing one to use 
a container) that is not familiar to regular Java programmers. In the Java world, the standard 
way to develop 3-tier applications is to use the Java 2 Enterprise Edition (J2EE) platform 
together with the Enterprise JavaBeans (EJB). 

As we clearly did not want to compromise on the simplicity and on the testability, the 
standard solution based on EJB was not satisfactory at all. Around that same time, a new 
breed of solutions for 3-tier system came out based on what is called lightweight containers. 
The basic idea was to provide all services provided by the EJBs (transaction, remote access, 
service discovery, JMS) without their complexity and without introducing a new 
programming model requiring a container to be used. A lightweight container can be deployed 
in a J2EE server and can also be run locally on the client machine. Using it, we have 3 logical 
tiers that can be deployed very easily on 3 physical tiers as well as on 2 physical ones. The 
last option is what makes testing and developing easy. The developer can debug and test the 
system on her local computer as for a traditional 2-tier system. Yet, when the application is 
ready, it can be deployed on a production server as a 3-tier system. 

Despite their novelty at that time, we chose to base our architecture on a lightweight 
container solution as it was closely fitting with our goal of keeping things simple and under 
control. That choice was actually very fortunate as during the last year there has been an 
exponential growth in the use of this method of working, to the point that it has shaped the 
next version of the EJB specification (3.0). 

3.1. Principles 
The guiding principles of the architecture are the following: 
 

• Distributed: As we saw, the distributed nature is build-in in the design. Using the 
lightweight container, the architecture was made of 3 logical tiers that can be deployed in 
2 or 3 physical tiers. Designing APIs that can be deployed remotely bring constraints that 
have to be dealt with such as limiting the number of round trips between the remote client 
and the server and limiting the amount of data transferred each time. 
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• Modular: The project is split in modules with a clear definition and a clear API. Each 
module provides a set of functionality that is related. Our goal was to maximize reuse of 
modules and to enforce proper separation of concerns between modules. 

• Layered: Each layer from top (GUI) to bottom (Persistence – Equipment) is isolated from 
the other. The client layer is designed to be remote and is interacting with the other layers 
through a unique façade. Choice of technology in one layer does not affect the layer 
above. For instance, all equipment access is performed through the JAPC API [4], 
regardless if it using a JMS transport or CMW (our middleware for equipment access). 
Database access is encapsulated inside Data Access Objects (DAO). One DAO can use 
different technology depending of the situation (we use currently Hibernate or direct 
JDBC access). 

 

 
 

Figure 1: Overview of LSA architecture 

3.2. Implementation 
The middle tier is providing all non graphical functionality. It is split in modules 

focused on one area of responsibility. The middle tier is performing all database accesses and 
some equipment accesses. In fact, writing to the equipments was done through the middle tier, 
while measurements were sent directly to the clients. Only the measurements that needed 
specific post-processing were processed in the middle-tier before to be sent to the clients via 
JMS. We give here a short description of each module. 

3.2.1. Optics module 
The Optics module manages all configuration data. This includes the layout of the 

accelerator or transfer line, the Twiss, the different optics etc… The Optics module is made of 
the domain objects and the controllers able to read and write those objects from the data store. 
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3.2.2. Settings module 
In our model, we consider parameters that are measurable and/or settable entities with a 

value. A parameter can have different values depending of the context. A context is typically 
a machine cycle. Parameters are organized in a parameter model that describes the relations 
between parameters. The parameter model is an oriented graph of parameters. The roots of 
that graph are the top level parameters (physics parameters such as horizontal tune, 
chromaticity, etc...). Those root parameters have dependent ones (such as magnet strengths, 
magnet currents). The leaves of the graph are the hardware parameters (such as the current in 
the power converters). The parameter model includes rules to incorporate a change done on 
the value of one parameter to the value of its dependent parameters. This is the basic structure 
that allows us to work at the physics level while automatically computing hardware values. 

We call the value of a parameter for a given context a setting. Setting can be modified 
and each modification is stored in what we call a trim. The Settings module handles the 
persistence and retrieval of all settings, parameters and trims. 

3.2.3. Context module 
The Context module sits on top of the Settings module. It adds key functionality to 

access settings grouped by cycle or super-cycle. To help the organization of the settings, we 
have the concept of beam processes. A beam process defines a specific process (injection, 
extraction…) in the cycle. The settings are, in fact, stored per beam process. Therefore, to 
obtain the setting of a cycle we potentially have to put together several settings of several 
beam processes. This is all taking care of by the Context module. 

3.2.4. Trim module 
The Trim module provides the functionality to change the value of a setting of a given 

parameter and to propagate the changes to the settings of the dependent parameters. It defines 
the different rules used for that propagation. This module is detailed in the “Trim” part of this 
document. 

3.2.5. Generation module 
The Generation module is an off line module used to create new super-cycles and 

cycles and to generate the associated settings for all parameters. It makes use of the four other 
modules. This module is detailed in the “Settings Generation” part of this document. 

3.2.6. Exploitation module 
The Exploitation module is the gateway to the hardware. It handles all accesses and 

provides the necessary adaptation from a generic virtual device accepting settings to a specific 
one having different properties and constraints. The module also provides hardware 
commands that can be executed from the middle tier and that are used from the equipment 
state application. The communication with the accelerator equipment is detailed in the 
“Communication with Mugefs and MPS” part of this document. 

3.2.7. Client 
The Client module is the façade for all clients to the middle tier. It provides the glue 

between the API offered to the clients and the API of the modules above. It offers a level of 
indirection that allow us to have great flexible in the API definition of the modules without 
impacting the client applications. This module also defines the boundary between local and 
remote interface. The entire client API is written with the remote access in mind while 
everything behind is supposed to be collocated. This has a great impact on the way the APIs 
are defined. 
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3.2.8. Applications 
All client applications are defined in their own module that depends on the client 

module detailed above. They are all able to run in two setups. One, 2-tier, which collocates 
everything on the client machine and used in development phase. One, 3-tier, which makes 
use of a middle-tier server that is supposed to be running and where all modules have been 
deployed.  

3.3. Deployment 
As mentioned before, the complete release process of a given application is a seamless 

operation done from the developer computer with one command. That command invokes the 
release tool, checks out the project from CVS, gets its dependencies from the production 
repository of jar files, compiles, generates descriptors or code if needed, generates 
documentation, packages a jar file and, generates one or more JNLP file(s) for the application 
(the files needed to launch the application via JavaWebStart). 

One key element here is the independence of that process from any given developer. 
Everything is reproducible from any computer provided the project to release is checked out 
on that computer. There is no dependency on a machine’s specific settings. 

For applications, we always generate two JNLP files per application, one for the 2-tier 
setup and one for the 3-tier setup. 

For the server part, the client module can be packaged in one war (web application 
archive) file that can be simply deployed in any web container. In fact, we pointed our web 
container directly to the place the war file was delivered in the production area when released. 
By simply releasing the client module, we could redeploy the application. 

For the deployment of the client application, whether 2-tier or 3-tier, we use 
JavaWebStart. This technology from Sun Microsystem is able to download on the local 
computer the files needed to execute the application and to maintain them up to date by 
checking version at each run of the application. 

4. Database 
The database is the on-line controls database. In LSA, object and data persistence is 

performed using an ORACLE relational database. The database tables follow a normalised, 
relational design with mapping to the object world performed using Hibernate (an open source 
object to relational mapping tool). The tables themselves contain data that includes: 
• Optics information: normalised strengths, Twiss parameters 
• Machine configuration including the mapping between elements, magnet strings, power 

converters etc. 
• Parameter and parameter space description 
• Settings: equipment and high level settings 
• Equipment dependent settings: magnet transfer functions, power converter limits etc. 
• Trims: all modifications to settings 
• Cycle configuration 
• Settings generation: ramp & squeeze 
• Beam description, machine mode 

5. Settings Generation  
During the TT40 and TI8 tests in 2004 the settings for all parameters and power 

converters in the lines were produced. The settings generation software also produced the 
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settings for the SPS Main Ring. These included the main parameters such as momentum, tune, 
chromaticity, and all the RF settings. 

Before any generation of a new super cycle can start, all parameters  have to be defined 
in the database: for the TI8 and TT40 tests, both lines had to be defined carefully, with all 
power converters, calibration curves, maximum and minimum currents for each power 
converter, optics, measurement devices etc inserted on the database. For some parameters 
(chromaticity sextupoles, main bends, quads and RF) there are also some configuration data to 
be set up, often depending on the type of particle and type of ramp to be used.  

In the generation process default behaviour needs to be established for: 
• The link rules, which described how the various parts of cycles are linked 

together. These may be are different for different hardware types. 
• The make rules for parameter translation. The make rule for a parameter is the 

recipe that Trim uses to go from one parameter to its dependent parameters e.g. a 
trim on a physics parameter, such as, say, the horizontal tune, the make rule 
calculates the appropriate currents in the different quadrupole families.  

• The incorporation rules, which describe how a parameter trim is incorporated 
into the rest of the cycle. 

Settings generation uses some fundamental building blocks to be able to set up and 
produce the correct settings for the different parameters. In LSA a supercycle is described in 
terms of beam processes, cycles and super cycles. These act as the superstructure describing 
the layout of the supercycle and its composition.  

The essential functionality for settings generation has been produced; improvements on 
the GUI side are in progress. To configure everything needed to produce the settings for a 
super cycle we are using a mixture of application software and SQL scripts. In the future we 
will have to provide some configuration GUI’s that can introduce new parameter(s), new 
hardware, a new transfer line etc. into the database.  
 

 
 

Figure 2: Settings browser showing settings for a power converter in TI8 
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6. Trim  

6.1.  Purpose 
The SPS Manual Trim application allows the user to perform modifications of context 

dependent parameter settings for SPS ring and transfer lines. 

6.2. Functionality 
After the selection of a context (sequence, category and parameter) via the top panel in 

the main window the user is shown the current settings of the selected parameter as graphical 
plot (see Figure 3). A tabular view of the data is also available. 

 

 
 

Figure 3: Trim function interface showing SPS Horizontal Tune 
 
Parameter trims are initiated either by clicking on the button “Trim” or “Trim Point”. 

The difference between both is that “Trim” allows arbitrary edition of a setting while “Trim 
point” only permits to change the amplitude of a setting at a given moment in time. An 
appropriate incorporation rule however may propagate a point trim to neighbouring parts of a 
function (e.g. trim point during the injection or extraction plateau). The amplitude 
modification can be either incremental or absolute. 

All applied trims are archived and can be reverted through an interface to the trim 
archive. After selecting an archived trim in the trim archive panel, the archived setting and the 
current setting for the active context selection are both displayed in graphical or tabular form. 
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The load button of the trim archive panel reverts the setting back to the selected archive trim. 
Archived trims can be given comments in order to facilitate finding a special trim if 
necessary. The application also allows the easy reversal of the last trim that has been made. 
The user can also swap between correction trims and target trims. Target trims modify the 
target value of a given parameter setting while correction trims apply only to the correction 
value. 

7. Knobs 

7.1. Knob description 
A knob is a scalable parameter which has several dependant parameters. A typical knob 

example is a local bump:  the bump amplitude in mm. is translated into strength values for 
several correctors. The strength values needed to perform the bump are optics dependent. The 
MAD program is used to calculate, for a given optics, the values of the dependent parameters 
for one unit of the knob. These values are assumed to vary linearly with the knob amplitude.  

The calculated parameters values, with the corresponding optic, are stored on the 
database. When the knob is trimmed by an operator, the make rule reads the parameter values 
of the knob and uses them to calculate the new dependant parameters values. 

7.2. Knob creator application: 
The knob creator application reads in a MAD output file. The application retrieves, the 

Knob Name, dependant parameter names with their calculated values, the optics name from 
the file. After performing consistency checks it configures the database and adds the knob to 
the system. The knob is immediately available for use. Display and delete facilities are also 
available from the application. 

8. Communication with Mugefs and MPS 
To communicate with equipment, a Java client uses the JAPC API [4]. CMW performs 

the exchange of data with the equipment. Since there are several families of equipment, CMW 
implements servers to hide communication differences to the client. To deal with the Power 
Converters (PC) Mugefs and Main Power Supplies (MPS) as they stand now, a Mugef server 
was implemented. It performs the CMW-SLEquip interface and encapsulates the equipment 
access complexity. 

8.1. JAPC – the client API 
• It is a parameter based API (a parameter is a property of a device) 
• It defines get, set (synchronous and asynchronous) methods and publish/subscribe 

methods: monitorOn (on event, on change), monitorOff. 
• It defines simple data (scalar and array) and mapped data (pairs (tag, scalar or array)). 
• It defines data type conversion. 

8.2.  CMW-RDA implementation in JAPC 
• It implements the get, set (synchronous and asynchronous), monitorOn (on event, on 

change), monitorOff methods. 
• It implements data conversion. 
• It saves device objects for reuse purpose. 
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• It implements SLEquip specific data (user option, user data, parameter descriptor). 
• On SLEquip devices, one can make monitorOn with periodic access, however 

asynchronous get and set are not supported. 
 
Figure 4 shows the CMW components, including the different servers for equipment 

family accesses. 

8.3. Mugef and MPS access 
• The Mugef server provides the interface between a client and the Mugef equipment. It 

is based on the SL-Equip server. It is written in C++.  
• The Mugef server is a prototype. Its goals are: to give to LSA an improved access to 

Mugefs and MPS; to provide a solution to access the Mugefs and MPS in an easy and 
standard way. It also serves to demonstrate that the Mugef system should be 
responsible for the hardware details (and not the clients)!  

• The added values of the Mugef server are the following: 
- The Mugef client is not aware of equipment hardware details (Status bits meaning, 

PC family, DAC bit numbers…) 
- The Mugef client is not aware of complexity of basic Mugef commands 
- The Mugef client is not aware of access differences between Mugefs and MPS.  
- The client is given very simple commands (ON, OFF…) 
- The client receives or sends understandable data (current in Amps, meaningful 

textual status…) 
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Figure 4: Equipment access architecture 
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Figure 5: Mugef communication architecture 

 
A Java client communicates with the Mugef server using JAPC and CMW-RDA. The 

Mugef server does equip calls to access the Mugefs.  If the addressed equipment is a MPS, the 
equip call is directed to the clientRPC server, which transforms the equip call to a RPC call. It 
then goes to the mupcserv, which is an existing SPS server dedicated to the loading of MPS 
functions and the reading of power converters input and output currents.  

The RPC calls were not done in the Mugef server because the later runs in a Linux 
machine and the RPC data transfers made unexpected byte swapping on this type of machine. 

The Mugef server is based on the SL-Equip server with redefinition of poll, get and set 
methods. There is no implementation of asynchronous get or set. The equipment related data 
are stored in the LSA database. It is a copy of information contained in the Mugef ‘alim’ 
database. 

8.4. Main Power Supplies 
There are 4 devices: QD, QF1, QF2 and MB. The access to MPS is done in 3 different ways 
(see Figure 5): 

• SLEquip for EVLIST reading, function loading and reading 
• RPC to mupcserv for 24 bit function loading and current reading 
• CIS (control and Interlock System) for ON, OFF, status reading and interlock control. 

8.5. Problems with the Mugef server during the TT40 and TI8 tests 
• The ON OFF commands took too long to execute. These commands wait for a low 

current in the function to avoid large transition at execution. They could last as long as 
the super cycle length. It can generate timeout exceptions at the level of the 
middleware and it can consume tens of minutes when an operator switch ON or OFF 
all the PCs of a transfer line. ON and OFF use PSCONT basic Mugef function. This 
function returns an error when the statophone is busy (for example when a previous 
ON or OFF is still executing). It is not asynchronous.  
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• The Mugef server crashed when reading too many points with PCCurrents – it went 
beyond an array index limit. This bug was fixed 

• The Mugef server and the clientRPC were installed on development machines 
(pcslux8 and hpslz22). There was a power failure on pcslux8 during the TI8 tests. In 
consequence they were moved to operational machines (abcmw1 and pcrsrv9). 

• The SPS mupcserv is not reliable (problem well known by the SPS operators). 
• The on-line Mugef database contained two wrong Imax values for two quadrupole 

power converters in TT40. This led to 20% errors in the currents delivered to the 
quadrupoles. This caused optics errors which were diagnosed during the first weekend 
of tests. At present Imax is used in the Mugef server to convert between demanded 
current and the DAC value which is actually sent to the Mugef. 

  
Note: In the TZ software the ON and OFF are grouped by controller and sent in one 

PSCONT command per controller using MEquip. (PSCONT can be given a list of Mugef 
NVALUEs). However, JAPC can’t be given grouped commands. JAPC instead uses 
asynchronous ‘set’ to deal with concurrent commands. To solve this problem, PSCONT has to 
be made asynchronous.  

8.6. Conclusions 
Access to Mugef and MPS was clearly essential for the TT40, CNGS and TI8 tests. But 

we have to keep in mind that the solution provided was a prototype.  
The Mugef server is based on already existing software with function limitations and 

lack of reliability (mupcserv). In the light of experience this software has to be improved and 
integrated in the Mugef equipment software.   

Even cursory reading of this section leads one to the conclusion that the MPS hardware 
has to be standardized and that the issue of Mugef functionality and access is in dire need of 
rationalisation. A Mugef user requirement document was sent to AB/CO/FC in February 
2004. 

9. Interface to Beam Instrumentation 
The beam instrumentation for TI8 comprises four families of instrument to provide 

measurements of beam position, intensity, profile/images and losses. 
 
• BTVI     Beam profile and image. 
• BPMI    Beam position (trajectory measurements). 
• BCTFI   Beam intensity. 
• BLMI    Beam losses. 
 

These four families of instrument located in TT40 and TI8 were complimented by other 
SPS instruments providing related measurements of the circulating beam just before 
extraction into TT40. 
 
• BLRING  Beam losses at extraction. 
• BPCE       Beam position at extraction. 
 

Controls for all of the above instruments are provided through the generic LSA 
application Equip State. This application provides both control of instrument parameters and 
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generic measurement and display facilities based on each instruments data properties. Fixed 
displays were also provided for continual monitoring of beam parameters. 

9.1. Controls architecture 
The front end system for new and future beam instrumentation is FESA. FESA is fully 

compatible with the controls middle-ware (CMW) and Application API (JAPC). For each 
instrument, properties have been defined in collaboration with the LSA project to meet the 
specific beam measurement requirements for control room operations. 

However to date FESA does not cover the older SPS systems mentioned above for beam 
measurements at extraction. Acquisition of these devices relies upon the CMW SL_Equip 
gateway. This provides an interface to legacy devices with SL_Equip front end 
implementations. 

9.1.1. JAPC and LSA framework 
Each measurement property is defined in an XML file. No specific code is required to 

incorporate new measurement properties into the LSA framework. 
A complete definition of each family of instruments, including hardware addresses, 

controls commands and default parameters, are stored in the LSA database. This database 
drives the menus of the application Equip State. 

9.1.2. Business layer 
A given measurement can be required by many clients. In addition to fixed displays, 

beam measurement clients include logging, alarms, post-mortem and software interlocks. 
The LSA framework provides both a two and three tier architecture for clients to acquire data. 
Clients can acquire data directly (2 tier). However the LSA architecture provides for a 
business layer in which code can be implemented to process beam measurements, and add 
value to the raw data (for example beam emittance calculations from profile measurements). 
In such cases, clients can subscribe to the business layer with JAPC (3 tier) to access the value 
added data. 

9.1.3. Republishing for contiguous measurements 
The layout and length of the TT40/TI8 imposes certain constraints on the 

implementation of front end crates for beam instrumentation. Due to the large number of 
devices and distances involved for pulling cables, a family of instruments is usually separated 
into at least two front end crates. However a family of individual devices is often required by 
the client as a single, contiguous set of data (for example, beam position data used for 
trajectory correction). In such cases data is acquired from each crate and then combined inside 
the business layer, before being re-published to the client as a contiguous measurement. 

9.1.4. Equip State Application 
The LSA Equip State application provides the basic framework for beam instrument 

acquisition and controls. The user can select from which cycle and sequence to work, and 
select a particular part of the machine or transfer line. After selecting a particular family of 
instruments, devices can be selected individually or globally. The read and write and 
measurement commands for a given instrument are colour coded. After selecting a given 
command, the associated parameters with (editable) default values are listed. 

9.1.5. Measurement display 
A generic dataviewer display is provided whenever a beam measurement property is 

executed. In this display all of the fields of the measurement property are listed along with the 
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data in tabular form. The user can then select which combinations of fields are to be plotted in 
graphical form. This display can equally be used for image data. 

9.1.6. Beam loss measurements (BLMI).  
Given the high intensity and concentration of LHC and CNGS beams, the system for 

measuring beam losses is of vital importance for machine protection. The beam loss data is 
separated into alarm value tags (indicating that the beam loss has exceeded the allowed 
threshold at a given monitor) and the calibrated beam loss values. This data is separated into 
two sets corresponding to the first and second LHC extractions. 

9.1.7. Beam position measurements (BPMI).  
The beam position acquisition system can measure both individual bunches and average 

bunch positions. Given the larger volume of data this acquisition must be setup for a given 
extraction. This data is acquired, through LSA, by a separate trajectory correction application. 

9.1.8. Beam profile measurements (BTVI). 
 This is the most complex instrument in the TT40/TI8 line. It can be used to measure 

both beam profiles and transverse images. Two separate properties are provided to cover these 
measurements. In addition, the beam images on fluorescent screens can be directly observed 
through video channels. 

Equip State provides access to commands to setup the BTV system for measurements. 
Control parameters include, screen position, CCD camera, lamp intensity, optical filter 
control, video channel switching. A command is provided to setup an instrument ready for 
acquisition using default parameters, or each parameter can be controlled individually. Two 
types of screen are available, Titanium OTR and Aluminium Oxide Luminescent. OTR 
screens are much less destructive to the beam than Luminescent. However they only work for 
digital acquisitions. 

The fixed displays for BTVs take this into account which screens are actually in and 
check the screen position before displaying data for a given device. The property for profile 
measurements produces both horizontal and vertical projections from a single measurement. 

Beam images are shown in the form of a two dimensional image, with the third 
dimension a colour coded indication of the beam intensity. For this measurement it is 
important to set up the window position to home in on the image, and the correct CCD camera 
gain and optical filter position to obtain a bright but unsaturated image. These parameters can 
be controlled though the Equip State application. 

9.2. Beam intensity measurements (BCTFI) 
Two BCTs are available, one in TT40 and the other at the end of TI8. This is the only 

means of measuring the total intensity on the beam dump at the end of TI8. It is a mandatory 
requirement to log this data for INB regulations. The BCT can resolve the intensity of 
individual bunches, or measure the total beam intensity. 

10. SDDS 

10.1. Introduction 
SDDS Logging consists of a set of applications that are used to monitor, log, read and 

view (browse) values of selected device parameters (BPMs, BLMs, BCTs, BTVs, …). The 
values are stored in self-describing files which are accessed using provided API in Java 
programming language.  
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10.2. Self-Describing Data Sets 
Self Describing Data Sets (SDDS) is a way of storing and working with data that was 

developed at the Advanced Photon Source (APS) [5] for use in the simulation and operation 
of accelerators. SDDS is based on two concepts: the use of self-describing data files and the 
use of a set of programs (“toolkit”) that operate on such files.  

Every SDDS file starts with a header that includes the SDDS version number and a 
series of definitions of parameters, columns, and arrays. The header in essence defines a data 
structure, giving the names, data types, and other information about the members of the 
structure. Following the header are zero or more "data pages," which are instances of the data 
structure. The SDDS package provides a simple API in few common programming languages 
that allows to write and to read SDDS files.  

The toolkit provides many features, such as device-independent graphics, fitting, 
statistics, histograms, digital signal processing, image analysis, and matrix operations. 

10.3. Logging application 
For the TI8 test several utilities were developed. 
• Monitoring and storing parameter values. The application monitoring and 

storing parameters, consists of few main parts: monitoring manager, parameter 
monitors, GUI frame and configuration file. The monitoring manager that is 
responsible for reading configuration file and starting parameter monitors for all 
parameters declared to be monitored in this file. Parameter managers (one per 
single parameter) are responsible for monitoring and writing parameter values 
into SDDS files.  In case of problems with monitoring or writing files the 
manager stops monitoring and restarts it with a specified delay. All parameters 
are monitored through JAPC (Java API for Parameter Control) interface. 

• GUI frame allows selecting a configuration file that is used by the monitoring 
manager, selecting destination directory dedicated to store SDDS files and 
starting and stopping monitoring. It also presents current state of all logged 
parameters including timestamp and cycle identifier of recently logged 
parameter value.  

• Configuration file is used to define all parameters that should be monitored and 
logged including all required fields.  

 
SDDS files contain all fields defined in configuration file and additionally a timestamp 

of data acquisition and a cycle identifier. The name of each file follows the format 
“<parameter name> <formatted timestamp> <cycle identifier>.sdds” which allows quickly 
localize interesting data.  

Files for each parameter are stored in separate directories with names corresponding to 
parameter names and parameter directories are grouped in a directory from a one day.  

10.4. Reading SDDS files 
There are few possibilities to read SDDS files: 
• Directly through SDDS API 
• Through a generic SDDS reader that simply reads file with a specified name and 

returns a map of pairs: <field name, field value>  
• Through SDDS implementation of JAPC interface 
JAPC interface implementation uses the generic SDDS reader. The implementation 

allows reading (synchronously and asynchronously) and monitoring parameter values (stored 
in SDDS files). Thanks to that all applications currently using JAPC to access parameter 
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values directly from devices can transparently switch to receive data stored in SDDS files for 
post-analysis or simulation purpose. 

10.5. SDDS Browser 
SDDS Browser is a Swing application allowing quickly browse and plot parameter 

values stored in SDDS files.  
The SDDS browser assumes that SDDS files are stored within the directory structure 

presented in section 10.2. After selecting a root directory, user can see names of parameters 
saved during 24 hours. Selecting any parameter a list of all parameter values acquired and 
stored within that day appears on the right side of the panel. The list contains acquisition time 
and cycle identifier.  

Additionally there is a possibility to generate a summary file of one parameter 
containing values of selected fields. If such summary file has been generated the values of 
these selected fields appear on the right panel (as it is presented on Figure 6). Generation and 
view of such key fields’ values allows quickly localizing files that may contain interesting 
data. 

For each file (parameter value) it is possible to open additional window containing a list 
of all fields and their values. User can plot 2- or 3-dimensional graphs using values of selected 
fields simply selecting arguments axis (X), one or more value axis (Y) and possibly values of 
third dimension (Z). An example of 3-dimensional contour plot presenting “image” field is 
shown on Figure 6. 

 

 
 

Figure 6: SDDS browser showing image of beam on luminescent screen in TI8 
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10.6. Analysis 
It proved possible to leave all OTRs in the line in during the test, with images from all screens 
on all shots being recorded in SDDS. A simple JAVA interface to the SDDS files allowed 
post-processing within Mathematica. The data from the screens received a lot of analysis in 
this way with some very interesting results [6, 7]. 

11. Conclusions 
In 2003 and 2004 the LSA team successfully provided the high level control software 

for: the TT40 extraction tests, the CNGS extraction tests, the hardware commissioning of TI8 
and TI8 tests with beam. Looking forward to SPS consolidation, tests were performed that 
included steering of the SPS ring orbit and Q, Q’ trims in the SPS and drive of the main power 
supplies. 

The software architecture, its implementation and supporting tools have been 
established and tested. Given this, the mandate of the project has now been re-evaluated to 
focus more on the demands of the LHC with clear milestones established for the next two 
years. These milestones include LHC hardware commissioning in 2005 and the LHC sector 
test in 2006. As of the publication of this note a prototype LHC controls database is in place, 
with prototype: LHC settings generation; HWC test sequencer; and access to LHC power 
converters having been established. We also aim to continue to replace existing software in 
the SPS in preparation for multi-cycling in 2006. Besides this development is also taking 
place for LEIR, TI2 hardware commissioning and CNGS commissioning. 
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